
SERVICE BUNDLES

GIFT CARDS

WORKING HOURS

monday

tuesday

wednesday

thursday

friday

saturday

 

9 - 7

9 - 7

9 - 7

9 - 7

9 - 7

9 - 4

 

 

APPOINTMENTS ARE ENCOURAGED

Our team of independent therapists control their own

schedules.  Therefore, availability cannot be guaranteed.

APPOINTMENTS

CONTACT US
TEXT PREFERRED 

985.709.8853

contact@theritualcompany.com

REFRESH ritual
fullBODY 30 + blowOUT

 
RESTORE ritual

proSKIN 30 + fullBODY 30
 

RENEW ritual
proSKIN 60 + fullBODY 60

 
RECLAIM ritual

hydroGLOW + warmSTONE 60 

$95

$120

$175

$240

THE GLOW UP
faceFIT + GUA SHA

browSCULPT + DESIGN
lushLIFT + TINT

 
ZEN + SLIM

LYMPHATIC 60 + lipoLIGHT
 

BARE NECESSITIES
BRAZILIAN

HALF LEG
UNDERARM

 
THE HOURGLASS

VACUUM buttocks lift
CAVITATION

lipoLIGHT
 

$195

$170

$155

$245

Escape the chaos of the world and indulge in a

luscious moment of self-care to restore all the

energy you pour into others.

available in store + online

ONLINE BOOKING ENCOURAGED

credit card capture required

50% CANCELLATION FEE

when less than 24 hr notice provided

www.theritualcompany.com
2655 Florida Street Mandeville, LA 70448

E4681

We've bundled our most popular treatments into

goal focused packages that empower you to live

an unfiltered life.

RIT•U•AL
(noun)

a series of actions regularly and invariably

followed to achieve relaxation without sacrificing

results.

https://www.theritualcompany.com/hair-removal
https://www.theritualcompany.com/hair-removal
https://www.theritualcompany.com/hair-removal


BROWSBODY MASSAGE 

fullBODY 30
custom 30 min massage 

fullBODY 60
custom 60 min massage

fullBODY 90
custom 90 min massage

LYMPHATIC 60
PRENATAL 60

 

upGRADES
warmSTONE

aromatherapy

cupping

$60

$85

$115

$95

$95

$20

$15

$20

LASHES

WAX + SUGAR WAX

FACE

MAKEUP + MORE

BODY SCULPTING 

online booking encouraged
credit card capture required

please provide 24 hr notice to avoid
cancellation fee of 50%. appointment total

View full descriptions at www.theritualcompany.com

browDESIGN
wax + cold globe + fill/conceal

browTINT
6wk hair tint

browSCULPT
6wk hair tint + 7 day henna effect

browLIFT
silk infused 6wk lamination

microBLADING
permanent "hair stroke" look

microSHADING
permanent. "filled in" look

$25

$25

$45

$65

$425

$485

lushLIFT
silk infused 6wk lash lift

lashTINT
6wk hair tint

classicEXTENSIONS
custom isolated singles

volumeEXTENSIONS
custom isolated bouquets

extensionFILLS
1 week

2 week

3 week

4 week

$75

$25

$200

$250

$65

$85

$105

$125

$70
$45
$65
$60+
$30
$45+

faceFIT
customized 15 min skin treatment

proSKIN 30
customized 30 min skin treatment

proSKIN 60
customized 60 min skin treatment

proPEEL 30
customized chemical peel

proPEEL 60
customized chemical peel + mask

hydroGLOW
hydrodermabrasion treatment

procell microCHANNELING
microneedling + growth factor infusion

 

upGRADES
dermaplaning

LED therapy

microcurrent powered GUA SHA

oxygen infusion

proPOWER eyePEEL

neckFIT  

$40

$60

$90

$90

$115

$135

$205

$45

$25

$25

$25

$25

$25

Each professional skin treatment is customized

with advanced products and techniques to target

your skin concerns and achieve your healthiest

skin yet!

secondSKIN
flawless natural look

specialEVENT
lasting + photo ready

fullGLAM
lasting + photo ready + lashes

 

teethWHITENING
60 minute LED session

$60

$75

$90

$125

Whether you are getting ready for a formal or

family pictures, we can help you look and feel your

absolute best! No filter needed!

Each massage session is customized with various

techniques to achieve relief, recovery and relaxation. 

lipoLIGHT 

LED fat melting

CAVITATION
ultrasonic fat reduction

radioFREQUENCY
non-surgical skin tightening

vacuumTHERAPY
non surgical buttocks lift

$95

$95

$95

$95

Safe, non-invasive body sculpting treatments

painlessly reduce stubborn fat, smooth cellulite, lift

and tone the skin to achieve your best body yet!

upper lip 
cheeks
chin
neck
fullFACE
abdomen
arms

$15
$25
$20
$25
$45
$45
$45+

back
bikini
brazilian
legs
underarm
epilfree upGRADE
laserless hair reduction

 

Soft, hard and sugar wax options offer you an effective

and comfortable experience with optional laser-less

permanent hair reduction.

Let's design the perfect brows for you with one or

a combination of our safe and effective brow

treatments that are sure to simplify your morning

routine.

Let's design the perfect lash look for you with one

or a combination of our safe and effective lash

treatments that are sure to simplify your morning

routine.


